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About This Game

Tiles is a fast-paced action puzzle game that will both convolute your mind and burn your finger tips!

It's simple, get from the green tile to the red whilst clearing the blue tiles in between. Consider your moves carefully though as
you might regret them later. Oh, and do it fast because the very ground beneath you is falling!

You can also build your own challenges using the fully featured level editor. Every level created for the game was in fact created
with the in game editor.
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This is where things get really fun, you can publish your creations and share them with the world! Every player created level has
the ability for players to upvote, favorite, and rate the difficulty of the level.

90 increasingly difficult built-in levels

Fully featured level editor

Player created levels world

Full gamepad support

Local multiplayer

Original music
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I collect paint programmes as a hobby just as much as I love drawing. I have been collecting them for many many years. Black
Ink may not seem too new to me because of that, but it is a beautiful programme to have in my collection. It has a fantastic
streamline UI and everything runs very smoothly. Works perfect with my pen pressure of my CTH-470 and supports the eraser
function on the pen too.

The only downside is, from first opening, the brushes seem quite limited. However, you can play with the settings and change
that on your own. Many paint programmes also come with communities who create their own brush packs, so keep an eye out
for any generous, creative folks...

----------

EDIT: A while ago, I went snooping the forums for Black Ink and discovered a wide range of fan made brushes for importing
into the program, much like how most paint programmes do this now. You can still make things on your own in programme, but
the community is bursting with fantastic creativity and it's very generous for sharing it. I am very happy to find this, and it opens
so many new options!. Good DLC but 5\u20ac is a little bit too much for 2 AIs. If they dropped the price to around 3\u20ac or
it's on a sale, I can say it's a must-have for people who enjoy playing against AIs.. This is the third game that covers the
A.L.A.N. story\/stories. While I have the first two as well, I was unable to review the second one before it "disappeared" from
the Store page. Anyway, both stories are decent, fun reads. Note: one achievement requires you to be in one of the stories for
two hours without returning to the title screen.

I will also state that Mia's games will always be supported by me. Since discovering Les Four Alice, I have bought all her games
(except the one that she removed before I could acquire it). Mid you, I guess it would be better for me to wait until they are off
the first week discount, but still.... Fired a shot at a ninja, they deflected it, I deflected it, killed another one next to me.

10/10 Would last stand again. Im not able to complete #29 Classics even with help, thus i can't really enjoy the game to the full
extent. Parkour begins to get a bit repetitive as you progress, IF you are able to progress. The cons in my opinion out weigh the
pros.. Hastly written and naive script, no cross romance interactions, poorly thought out combat, boring and repetative robbery
missions. Feels like a cash grab, hardly comparable with previous products from this developer.. It's a fun but somewhat easy
game. There are a few glitches such as being able to go through walls, and some people seem to have been copied and pasted
into the game. The game has a two-party system, which is pretty great as most games only have one, but the other party keeps
equipment and crests which can get extremely annoying.

If your a fan of old-school RPG and want some easy achievements, then the game is worth getting. I recommend to wait till this
game is at least 50% off, it's a nice game, just not worth the price it's currently at.. This is a fun game with a nice concept, that
really gets you thinking. It's far from being perfect, and I have a lot of pet-peeves that I'm going to list soon, but for the price of
this game, I'd recommend it.

Here are the pros:
 - Straightforward and easy to get;
 - Very cheap (as of writing this review);
 - Intuitive and interesting.
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And the cons:
 - This game doesn't have a user interface: you start at the game, no pause: just a button to turn off the music and a button to
turn off "FX" (which didn't seem to make a difference for me). There is no level reseting: you have to switch between levels to
restart. No quitting button either: pressing "esc" toggles windowed mode, and then you close it;
 - The "board" is way too small and finicky, making you have to "struggle" to move pieces around. Could definitely use a bigger
board (or one that wasn't round), or maybe even a "pocket" to keep pieces you're not using instead of putting them in the corner
while solving the puzzles;
 - The rendering of the pieces wasn't really that good: some edges would overlap in weird ways. Also, the level number that
display in the middle of the screen gets messed up after a while, so you can't really tell in which level you are except for the
achievements;
 - The gameplay itself is wonky: getting pieces near the edges of the board will make them go back to their original position,
even when you've technically placed them still inside the boundaries of the board. This game could also use some sort of piece
highlight for when similar pieces overlap and get white: you can actually lose the pieces if you don't pay attention. And even if
you do, you can't pick specific pieces when overlaping: the one you get is the one you get. You have to put it aside to get the
ones underneath it (refer to my second point);
 - I'm okay with simplistic styles, but when it's so simplistic that you don't have much to do, I don't quite like. This game has too
few elements to go on: it's basically play the game or not play the game, no middle ground like a menu or pause, or settings to
poke at;
 - The puzzles were quite fun, and although this might be because I was lucky/unlucky, the difficulty curve felt rather random
after the first few puzzles: some levels were really tough, taking like 5 whole minutes, but the next one could be solved in 10
seconds;
 - Last, but not least, the last level just sits there. After you solved it, it doesn't do anything: I genuinely thought the game had
bugged out and didn't recognize that I beat the level. It doesn't display any messages or change anything (like going back to the
first level or resetting the same). So you may just sit there for a while trying to understand what went wrong.

I think that, given an update to improve some of the points I mentioned would make this game much more worth it. The idea of
the puzzles is pretty neat, but if it wasn't for the low price, I wouldn't recommend. Still had plenty of fun with it, it's quite
challenging and gets you thinking in all sorts of strategies!. Don't buy it.
(To me) Outdated design, etc. I mistook it for another WWI game. Tried to love it. Failed.. The soundtrack is lit. Worth every
penny, and hype af during the game.
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Honestly the best game going, if you disagree you shouldn't be allowed to play video games. Pure genius, I wish all games were
masterpieces like this one.. Feels very unpolished and clunky overall. Controls are ok, but models are very basic, interface is
extremely rough, and the gameplay? Good luck trying to aim. Multiplayer is also broken in some ways, and the way the camera
locks between rounds is headache-inducing. Nevermind trying to see the scoreboard, because it only partially displays in one
eye...

I really like the premise of this and the mixture of historical background with gameplay, but this is something that is pre-alpha
and shouldn't be sold yet or cost what it does right now.

TLDR: Neat concepot, but stay away until massive improvements have been made.. Battlestar Galactica Deadlock: Sin and
Sacrifice is the newest expansion for Battlestar Galactica: Deadlock. It adds 2 new ships - Gorgon and Heracles
gunship, a brand new campaign which picks up after Anabasis\/TBA along with various gameplay adjustments as well
as the Veterancy update. It is also the conclusion to the "First Season" of Deadlock's storyline.

In the Sin and Sacrifice campaign, you continue fighting in the First Cylon war with either your old fleets (by
importing saves) or by starting anew. This time around, there is more emphasis placed on the dozen campaign missions
rather than combat encounters (although side missions are still around along with Cylon occupation). The story picks
up where it left off with TBA\/Anabasis, with you taking command of the fleet once again, this time trying to beat back
a Cylon offensive. The new missions have much more work put into them when compared to TBA or main game, with
focus on environments along with other aspects. This time around they feel more challenging, which I appreciate. The
new campaign goes to interesting places, takes more risks and most often manages to pull them off. The only issues I
had with them were minor bugs along with some really unnecessary hand holding in some missions. Either way, I
found the direction that this expansion took to be quite interesting and playing through it was definitely worth it.

The new ships, Gorgon and Heracles, are neat additions as well. Gorgon is a Cylon support ship that seems to work
nicely with fighter-centric fleets, buffing squadrons and working as a utility craft. The Heracles Gunship is somewhat
of a successor to the Minotaur gunship - it has every inch decked out with guns along with flak ability, making it a
force to be reckoned with in the battlefield.

The Veterancy update also introduced some other features - a music player, fleet chatter and crew veterancy system
along with some other minor tweaks or features. The in-game music player is a neat addition which lets you pick and
play any of the in-game soundtracks. The fleet chatter is quite nice as well, adding some more life to your fleet and
squadrons. You feel a lot more immersed with it. The crew veterancy system is also quite nice - as you win battles and
keep your ships alive, you gain bonuses that improve your ships. Some of the bonuses are gimmicky, while others are
more useful, e.g. firewall strength. I would have, however, preferred the exp gain to be faster or less demanding.

Overall, I think the Sin and Sacrifice expansion is definitely worth picking up, thanks to the new missions, ships,
fleshed out combat and the other tweaks. I felt a bit more interested in the storyline this time around, as well as found
the new features to be quite neat. Also, the soundtrack is excellent (I can't stress this enough)! My only complaints
would be some of the minor design choices (I would have preferred some leniency in certain missions) as well as a few
glitches that didn't necessarily impact the experience.

. You guys are on the rigth track, but fix all the problems and you may have something here. Until then, I'd hold off on
a purchase. I like playing Golf and Tennis Games, but they all have issues right now.. Super fun! Well executed unique
concept. And who doesn't like playing with dominoes?

10/10
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